
STEP # 1: 
Apply sealant tape around 

all parts of a vacuum 

repair. Place an extra 2” 

(50 mm) long piece of 

sealant tape ½” (12 mm) 

outside the vacuum bag 

sealant.

Remove the backing paper 

from the sealant tape.

STEP # 2
Place the SmartValve 

on top of the breather 

/ bleeder pack and 

press the valve onto the 

sealant.

STEP # 3
Place a long enough piece 

of sealant tape over the

SmartValve and remove 

the backing paper when 

ready to place the 

vacuum bag.

STEP # 4
Place a vacuum bag and 

press the bag onto the 

sealant tape on top and 

both sides of the valve. 

 

The SmartValve does 

NOT tilt without vacuum 

applied compared to 

standard valves. It stays 

upright with a vacuum 

gauge and heavy hoses 

connected to it.

STEP# 5 
Apply vacuum as usual 

without holding the valve, 

while there is NO NEED to 

cut the vacuum bag!

 

SmartValves can be 

connected to other 

SmartValves to get a more 

evenly distributed vacuum 

area on large vacuum 

tables or repairs and 

autoclaves.

 

Get your SmartValves here:

SmartValve & breather pack
In the image below a comprehensive breather pack 

configuration is shown, including measurements in 
millimeters and inches.

SmartValves short user manual



Having decades of experience, EFC owner Bert Groenewoud developed and patented a new type Economic SmartValves for use 

on flat and curved surfaces of composite parts that perform better than existing types of valves currently on the market. 

SmartValve advantages over traditional vacuum valves

This Flat SmartValve has the following features:

• made from stainless steel, resistant to high temperatures

• remains stable once mounted and connected with vacuum gauge and hoses 

• does away with the need to cut the vacuum bag

• does not leak as standard valves with base plates often do

• no more risk of losing base plates that are accidentally thrown in the trash can - SmartValve is a single part!

• does not keel over, thereby preventing the vacuum bag from tearing

• no personnel required to keep valve in upright position during first stages of vacuum building - the EFC SmartValve saves 
time and requires less personnel in production and / or repair

• can be hooked up in series to vacuum large parts

• allows standard couplings, stops. hoses and vacuum gauges to be used

Two types of SmartValves

The images below show the applications typical for the different types of SmartValves. Stops and couplings are not supplied 
with the SmartValve. They merely serve to show the connectivity options.

SmartValves for flat surfaces

SmartValves for curved surfaces

SmartValves are patented by Bert Groenewoud, owner of Earth & Flight Composites - http://efcomposites.com


